
Strip Paper Pieced Medallion Quilt - Create a
Stunning Masterpiece

Quilting is an art form that has been cherished for years, providing comfort,
warmth, and beauty to homes. There are numerous techniques and designs to
explore, but one that stands out in terms of its versatility and stunning visual
impact is the strip paper pieced medallion quilt.

What is a Strip Paper Pieced Medallion Quilt?

A strip paper pieced medallion quilt is a type of quilt that combines the art of strip
piecing with the medallion-style layout. It is created by sewing together long strips
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of fabric in various patterns and colors to form intricate designs. The final result is
a mesmerizing masterpiece that showcases the beauty of the fabric and the
creativity of the quilter.
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The Process of Creating a Strip Paper Pieced Medallion Quilt

Creating a strip paper pieced medallion quilt requires patience, precision, and a
love for fabric. The following step-by-step guide will walk you through the process
of creating your own stunning strip paper pieced medallion quilt:

Step 1: Gather Your Materials

Before you start quilting, make sure you have all the necessary materials. This
includes a variety of fabric strips, a sewing machine, thread, scissors, a cutting
mat, a rotary cutter, and a ruler. Additionally, choose a design or pattern for your
quilt.

Step 2: Prepare Your Fabric Strips

Measure and cut your fabric into strips of equal width. For the medallion, choose
a wider strip that will serve as the centerpiece. This strip should be the focus of
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your design and could have a bold pattern or contrasting color to make it stand
out.

Step 3: Sew the Strips Together

Starting with the centerpiece strip, sew the remaining fabric strips to each side
until you achieve the desired size. Take your time to ensure that the seams are
straight and aligned properly. Press the seams open or to one side, depending on
your preference.

Step 4: Add Borders

If you want to enhance the design and add more visual interest, you can
incorporate borders to your quilt. Borders can be created by sewing additional
strips of fabric around the edges of the pieced medallion.

Step 5: Create the Quilt Sandwich

Once you are happy with the design and size of your quilt top, it's time to create
the quilt sandwich. Lay your pieced medallion quilt top on batting and backing
fabric, making sure all layers are smooth and aligned.

Step 6: Quilting the Layers

Secure the layers of your quilt by pinning or basting them together. You can then
quilt the layers by machine or by hand. Choose a quilting design that
complements your strip pieced medallion quilt and stitch along the fabric strips to
add texture and interest.

Step 7: Binding and Finishing Touches

Lastly, bind the edges of your quilt to give it a polished and finished look. You can
use a fabric strip that matches the design or opt for a contrast binding to create a
visual frame for your strip paper pieced medallion quilt. Once the binding is



complete, make any final touches, such as trimming loose threads, and give your
quilt a gentle press.

Create Your Own Strip Paper Pieced Medallion Quilt Today

The strip paper pieced medallion quilt is a fantastic quilting project that allows you
to express your creativity and create a stunning masterpiece. With its
combination of strip piecing and the layout of a medallion quilt, the possibilities
are endless. You can experiment with different color combinations, fabric
patterns, and even incorporate appliqué or embroidery to further enhance your
design.

Whether you are an experienced quilter or a beginner, the strip paper pieced
medallion quilt is a project worth undertaking. It provides a unique and captivating
result that will surely become a cherished item in your home or an impressive gift
for a loved one.

So, what are you waiting for? Gather your materials, choose your fabrics, and
embark on the journey of creating your own strip paper pieced medallion quilt.
Prepare to be captivated by the process and delighted by the breathtaking
outcome!
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Create and assemble timeless Spiral Lone Star Quilt! From bestselling author
and internationally recognized quilt instructor Jan Krentz, the Spiral Lone Star
Quilt, originally published in Lone Star Quilts and Beyond, is now available as a
stand-alone pattern pack. This intricate and colorful quilt is fun to create and ideal
for perfecting your paper piecing and color placement skills. Don’t be intimidated!
The pattern pack includes helpful instructions that will guide you throughout the
30 blocks. The end result is a complex and stunning spiral cherished as a forever
masterpiece by every quilter. Visually dynamic medallion quilt simplified with strip
and paper piecing techniques Assemble 30 blocks to create a colorful center
spiral Learn a new skill! Have a blast piecing together this stunning masterpiece
with step-by-step instructions
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Understanding How Design Thinking, Lean, and
Agile Work Together
Design thinking, lean, and agile are three frameworks that have gained
significant popularity in the business world. Each approach brings its
own...
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The Ultimate Adventure: Super Kids Code
Green Rescue In Space!
Attention all young superheroes and tech enthusiasts! Get ready for an
out-of-this-world adventure as Super Kids Code Green embarks on a
daring rescue mission in space. Join...
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Love has always been a captivating and timeless theme, inspiring
beautiful poetry and unforgettable stories. In this article, we delve into the
enchanting love story...
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